Pattison Inductors
Pattison Inductor Pro, Spray Management Systems, Fast and Accurate

Pattison
Inductors

The next generation of spray management systems, that greatly reduces
sprayer ﬁll time, allowing the operator to spend more time spraying. The
high capacity induction system, can
be attached to up to 3 separate bulk
containers at the same time. As the
sprayer is being ﬁlled through the 3” ﬁll
line, product is inducted straight in to
the ﬁll line. Product that is being drawn
from each bulk container is metered.
The on board batch tank, also allows
the operator to empty and rinse jugs
quickly. This systems can be easily
integrated into existing systems.
Batch tank with a capacity of 30 USG,
allows for the easy mix of powders and
Dimensions - 60”W x 48”D x 42”H
liquids. The tanks rinse system, with
Weight - 210 lbs.
integrated fresh water quickly cleans
jugs removing all contents of the tank.

Placed on a poly pallet, the corrosion resistant
powder coated painted components will look
new for many years to come. Instructions are
placed on panel for easy access and readability.

Proven performance - powered by a 13 hp
PowerPro electric start motor the 3 in. Hypro
pump will deliver up to 440 gpm.

High quality Banjo 3 in. leak proof manifold
style ﬁttings will provide years of trouble free
service. Raised handles on all valves for easy
maneuvering.

Integrated venturi systems allows the operator
to be connected up to three totes at one time.
This high capacity venturi will draw product
from the bulk containers quickly, getting all the
product on board before the sprayer tank is
ﬁlled with water.

Raven FLomax 110 combined withthe Raven
RFM 60P meter displays metered units in US
gallons or litres. One Step calibration with
accuracy of +/-1%, is compatible with most
agricultural products. Will calculate ﬂow rates,
batch and total volumes.

Available as an option is the Flomax 810. The
Flomax 810 when integrated with a shutoff
valve, allows the operator to pre programme
a batch volume. When the correct amount of
product is measured out the Flomax 810 will
automatically close the intake valve.

Inductor Pro Spray Management System
DESCRIPTION

PART #

Inductor Pro Spray management system

PPPRO

Inductor Pro c/w 810 monitor and valve shutoff package

PPPRO-EVO
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